
Opening:

The team was confronted by a Tiefling who demanded a ring off the Warlock. The Warlock swiped the 
ring from the monster on their last mission.

Campaign:

The Tiefling explains to the team that he is on a mission from the Raven Goddess to collect artifacts 
known as the Body of Vecna. These are different wearable items (ring, necklace, bracer, etc) that once a 
person is wearing all the pieces, it can unleash the power of the Raven Goddess.

The Tiefling has detected one of the items in a tower in a bog not far from the town. The team agreed to 
go to help him get the item as he promised a hefty reward.

Encounter One: 

At the edge of the forest, leading into the bog, the team meets a lone Bullywog scout that they convince 
to help them to the tower.

Riddle One: 

When they see the tower, it is on the other side of a large lake. When they try to run around the lake, 
the tower only looks to get farther away rather than closer. The team noticed the lake's reflection did 
not match the tower. The team walked IN TO the lake and was able to reach the tower.

Encounter Two: 

A level one encounter group of Bullywogs. See 4ed Monster Manual II.

Riddle Two: 

The team finds a statue holding a bell and a key. The statue must answer a yes-or-no questions 
truthfully. It will ring the bell once for yes, and twice for no. The team needed to ask the statue a yes-
or-no question to get it to drop the key.

The answer they gave was along the lines of, “Will you ring the bell once and drop the key, if you are a 
statue?”

Riddle Three:

After gaining the key, the group then headed to the tower where they found twenty locks going all the 
way around it it and the inscription above one of them reading:

The group chose the door directly to the right, which opened to a stairwell. Any incorrect answer would 
make them have to fight a skeleton or similar undead creature.

Riddle Four:

Once inside the tower, the headed up into a library, where someone noticed the books were in 



immaculate organization except for the following row of books on a book shelf (DC Perception of 20):

To be, or not to be... Six foot down: A guide to Necromancy
Open the chest: The right and wrong ways of dungeon lockpicking
The Right Way: A guide to Peloric religions
Door and Window: Decorating dungeons, what is right and wrong.
Out and Down: A Sorcerer's story of success
Then they were left: Stories of battleground survivors
Follow me: The tale of the Drow left behind
The only way up: The popularity of Pelor
Arrows and Rocks: A guide to making ranges weapons, with what is left around you
Starting Down and Finishing On Top: Self Help for the Rogue Soul
Here and Now: A guide to time travel and magic

The team took the first word of each book title, which spelled the sentence, “To open the door out, then 
follow the arrows starting here.” Then starting at the book, “Here and Now” they used the directions 
indicated in each title (the first book has “down” in the title, the next has “right” the next “right, etc), 
pressing each book as they go, causing it to glow (if they pressed the wrong book, the puzzle reset). 
Once they reached the last book, the bookshelf slid open to reveal more stairs leading up to a chamber 
with a single glowing orb on top of some mud.

Encounter Three:

When the team got close enough, the orb began to float, shining light onto the mud, making it come to 
life as some sort of bog creature. As long as the creature was inside the light of the orb (4x4 square) he 
was invulnerable to damage, but could be coerced, or pushed outside of the light.

Once the team defeated the monster, the orb exploded, and inside the mud was the treasure they were 
looking for.


